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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a decomposition method for large structured quadratic 
maximization problems. The method can be applied to problems which contain 
coupling constraints or coupling variables occurring in the objective function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many cases large mathematical programming problems have a block diagonal 
structure. Initiated by the Dantzig and Wolfe decomposition method [4], a number 
of related methods for the solution of large linear programming problems with 
structured constraints have been developed; for example, see Refs. [1, 2, 3, 9]. 
In [8] Rosen described apartition method for mathematical programming problems 
which have a linear objective function and structured nonlinear constraints. It is 
assumed that the constraints consist of a number of blocks which are coupled by 
a set of coupling variables. The functions involving only the coupling variables may 
be arbitrary convex functions. 
This paper deals with a partition method for certain quadratic programming 
problems. We consider two different kinds of quadratic maximization problems. In 
both cases we assume that the constraint coefficient matrix and the matrix defining 
the quadratic part of the objective function have block diagonal structure. In the 
first case the set of constraints may contain additional coupling constraints. The 
second kind of problems belongs to the class of problems with coupling variables. 
It  is assumed that the coupling variables occur only in the objective function. 
Section 2 defines the problems and outlines the decomposition procedure. The 
* Work sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States Army, Madison, 
Wisconsin, under Contract DA-31-124-ARO-D-462. 
t On leave from Institut fi~r angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik der Deutschen Ver- 
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method is a generalization of an algorithm for solving simple quadratic programming 
problems and is based on results obtained in [6] and [7]. Section 3 deals with the 
details of the algorithm for problems with coupling constraints, and Section 4 provides 
the necessary modifications of the method for problems with coupling variables. In 
the final section the validity of the procedure is demonstrated and two degenerate 
cases are discussed. 
A generalization of the presented method to problems which contain coupling 
constraints and variables is possible but is not discussed in this paper. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEMS 
In the following we consider two different kinds of quadratic maximization 
problems whose special structure nables us to develop aparticular method of solution. 
Let cj(j = 1 ..... k) be hi-dimensional column vectors, and C~(j = 1,..., k) symmetric 
positive definite (nj, nj)-matrices. Define Qkcj) to be 
Qj (x3  = -  89  , ]=1 ..... k, 
where x~ is an nj-dimensional column vector. 
Then we consider a maximization problem with the objective function 
Z Qj(x~) (2.1) 
j=l 
and a feasible domain given by the following inequalities, 
Alxl + A~r + "'" + Akx~ ~ bo 
BlXl ~ bl 
B~x~ ~ b 2 
Bl, x~ <~ b~ ,
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where Aj and Bj are (m 0 , ns) and (ms, ni) matrices, and b o and bj are m 0- and 
m~-dimensional column vectors, respectively. 
The above maximization problem is called Problem I. 
The next section describes a special method for solving Problem I. As vce will 
see in Seetion 4, this method, after some modifications, can also be used to solve 
maximization problems of the kind defined below. 
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In addition to the quantities defined in Problem I let 
Qo(y) = d~ y -- 89 y'Doy, 
where d o and y are no-dimensional column vectors and D o is a symmetric positive 
definite (no, no)-matrix. 
Let Dj(j = 1 .... , k) be (no, nj)-matrices uch that the matrix 
is positive-definite. 
C1 
89 i C~ {D~ 
Ck , 89 ] 
89 89 "'" 89 D O / 
The following maximization problem is called Problem II. 
Maximize 
k k 
Qj(x~) ,-- ~ y'Djxj + Qo(y) 
1 1 
subject to 
(2.4) 
B~x~ <~ bj, j = 1, .... k (2.5) 
Boy ~ b o , (2.6) 
where B o is an (m0, no)-matrix and b 0 is an m0-column vector. 
The basic idea of the method for solving the above problems can be outlined 
for the simple quadratic programming problem 
(2.7) max[c'x -- 89 t Ax < b], 
where C is a symmetric positive definite (n, n)-matrix, d is an (m, n)-matrix, and 
c and b are n- and m-dimensional column vectors, respectively. 
First we observe that C -1 exists, and x 0 = C-Ic gives the unconstrained maximum 
of c'x -- 89 since C is positive definite. Therefore, if x 0 is feasible, it is the 
optimal solution of problem (2.7). 
I f  x o is not feasible we define the components of the vector e as follows: 
l~ if a;x o <(b):. t 
(e)j = if a'fio >/(b)~ t j = 1 ..... m, 
where aj denotes the j'th row o f / / .  
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If we choose 
t o = max{a~0 -- (b)~ ;j = 1 ..... m), 
then x o is a feasible and therefore optimal solution to the problem 
max{c~x -- 89 J Ax  <<. b + eto}. (2.8) 
Now we decrease the value of the parameter t and consider the path of the optimal 
solution of (2.8) in dependence on t. According to the results obtained in [7], this 
path is continuous and piecewise linear, and its break points are determined by 
changes in the set of active constraints. Furthermore, for t ~- 0, it gives the optimal 
solution of (2.7), provided this problem has a feasible solution. 
This method could be applied immediately to Problems I and II. But the special 
structure of the two problems uggests a decomposition i to k subproblems of the 
form (3.1), (3.2), and (4.1), respectively. Each of these subproblems depends on 
several parameters. If we start with the unconstrained maximum and a given set 
of active constraints, the optimal solutions of the subproblems are determined as 
an explicit function of the parameters for the given set of active constraints. 
In the case of Problem I, the active coupling constraints are used to reduce the 
number of parameters toone, while in the case of Problem II the additional subproblem 
(4.6), (4.7) serves this purposes. Finally, the "critical" values of the remaining 
parameter t are determined, i.e., the values for which the set of active constraints, 
and therefore, the representation f the optimal solution as a function of the parameter, 
change. 
Then the procedure is repeated for the new set of active constraints. It will be 
shown that the optimal solution of the original problem is obtained after a finite 
number of steps. 
3. METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR THE FIRST PROBLEM 
This method takes advantage of the special structure of Problem I and enables 
us to decompose this (n t + ... + n~)-dimensional problem into k problems, each of 
which has the dimension ~ and depends on m 0 + 1 parameters, where m o is the 
number of coupling constraints (2.2). 
First we determine 
xa ~ = C~ lea ; j = 1 ..... k. 
The vector (xt ~ ..... xk~ for which the gradient of the objective function of 
Problem I is equal to zero, gives the unconstrained maximum of (2.1). If it is feasible 
then Problem I is solved. 
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Assume (xt~ xk ~ is not feasible. 
j = O, 1 ..... k, as follows: 
e0 
(co), = 
where (co) , denotes the ith 
Then we define the vectors E a and e~, 
= ; A~xa ~ --  b o 
j= l  .... , k  
= B fa  ~ ~ b~ 
1~ if (d~ 
if (do) i >/0~ i = 1,..., m o , 
component of the vector e o . 
(e,), = l l  if (6), < 001 i=  1,..., m, ' j  = 1,..., k. 
if (6), ~ 
Furthermore, let 
to - -  max{(4)1 ,..., (4) , . ,  : i = O, I,..., k}. 
If in (2.2) and (2.3) the vectors b~(j = 0, 1 ..... k) are replaced by 
ba + eflo, 
then (Xl ~ .... xk ~ is a feasible point. 
Now we consider for each j between 1 and k the maximization problem with the 
objective function 
(c a --  A~v)' xj - -  89 x~Cax ~ (3.1) 
and the constraints 
B~x~ • bj + e~t, (3.2) 
where v is an m0-column vector whose components are considered to be parameters 
with nonnegative values. 
Our first aim is to express the optimal solution of the above problem as an explicit 
function of v and t. Clearly, this function depends on the set of active constraints 
and will change whenever the set of active constraints changes. 
From the way in which x~  ej, and t o have been determined it follows immediately 
that, for t = t o and v = 0, the vector xj 0 is the optimal solution of the above 
problem. If  
B~xj ~ < bj + ejto, (3.3) 
then 
Caxj ~ : ca -- A~v (3.4) 
$7I[X/3-3 
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is a necessary and sufficient condition for xj ~ to be the optimal solution. From (3.4) 
we obtain xj ~ as a function of v: 
~--1 --1 xj ~ = C~ c a - -  C~ Aav, v ~ O. (3.5) 
If (3.3) is not satisfied, we may assume that exactly one of the constraints, say 
the first one, is satisfied as an equation. This is no loss of generality since we always 
can change the components of e~- in such a way that x~ ~ remains feasible and the above 
assumption is fulfilled. 
Now we partition B a , b~ and e~ into Bj l ,  bj1 , esl and B~2 , bj2 , ei~ , respectively, 
in such a way that 
(~) B~lXa ~ = bat + e~lto 
(3.6) 
(f3) Ba2x~  < ba2 + ea2t o . 
According to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem [5], the following conditions are necessary 
and sufficient for x~ ~ to be the optimal solution of the considered maximization 
problem: 
9 0 P (o~) C jx j  0 -}- B j lU j : Cj - -  -,':lay 
(fl) B~tx~ = bit + e~lto (3.7) 
(~,) u? >~ O, 
where u~ ~ is a column vector with appropriate dimension. 
Since Cj is positive definite it follows easily that (3.7~, fl) has a unique solution 
if and only if the rows of Bjl are linearly independent. This condition is satisfied 
since Bit contains only one row. 
If we denote the inverse of the matrix 
(BCJl: B~I )by  (MI: : MI:), 
and use the abbreviations 
we obtain from (3.7) 
fJl : MjlCj 31- Mj2bjl ; .fJ2 - :  Mj2ej l  
fJ4 : Mj4ej l  , 
x? = f~l + f~t - M~IA~'v 
u~ ~ : fJ3 + f~4 t - -  M~3A~" 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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According to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, (3.8) gives the optimal solution of the 
problem (3.1), (3.2) for all values of v and t for which x~ ~ satisfies the conditions 
B~f l  ~ b~2 + ej~to , (3.10) 
and ufl remains nonnegative. 
In order to determine v as a function of t we substitute (3.8) and (3.5), respectively, 
into the coupling constraints (2.2). With the abbreviations 
M* : t - - !  AjMjlA;. if xj 0 is given by (3.8) 
- -1 t -- A~C~ A s if xfl is given by (3.5) 
i 
b --  ~ Aif i  1 if xfl is given by (3.8) 
gl = 1 
k 
b o -- ~ A~C-Ttc~ if xfl is given by (3.5) 
I 
e o -- ~ Ajf i  2 if x~ ~ is given by (3.8) 
g2 --~ 
e o if xj ~ is given by (3.5), 
we obtain 
M*v ~ gl + g,t, v >/O. (3.1 I) 
Since (xl ~ ..... xk ~ is feasible for t = t o and v = 0, we have gt + g2to ~ O. I f  
gl + g~to ~> O, we choose v = 0. Otherwise we can again assume that exactly one 
of the components ofg 1 + g2to, say the first one, is zero. In this case we determine v
from the equations 
0 ,  E 1 
where 3//* denotes the element in the first row and column of M*, and E 1 is an 
(m o --  1, m 0 - 1) identity matrix. From (3.12) we obtain v as a function of t in the 
following form 
v = h t + h~t. (3.13) 
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If (3.13) is inserted into (3.5), respectively (3.8) and (3.9), xj ~ and u~  become functions 
of t only: 
a~ = h~3 + h~,t (3.14) 
uj ~ = h~5 + hj6t. (3.15) 
Next we define the following "critical" values of t: 
m~n[ (,b~a : B"zh'3)~ 0] for all v with (B,,zh,, -- e,,), < 0 
t: = ~(Bnh~4 -- ej~.),' 
0 if Bj :~4 -- ej~ >i 0, 
i.e., tj 1 is the smallest positive value for which (3.14) satisfies (3.10), or zero if (3.10) 
is satisfied for all t e [0, to]. 
lmin[ -(-h~5)" 0] for all v with (hje)~ > 0 
, L (h,e), ' t~  = j = 1 ..... k, 
o if h~6 ~ 0 
i.e., tj 2 is the smallest positive value for which uj ~ ) 0 or t~ ~ = 0 if u~  ) 0 for all 
te[0,  to]. 
l m~n (gl -- M*hl)~ for all v with (M*h 2 -- g~)~ < 0 
ta = [(M*hz--g~), ,0] 
0 if M*h a-ga>/O,  
i.e., t 3 is the smallest positive value of t for which (3.11) is satisfied, or t 3 is zero if 
(3.11) holds for all t ~ [0, to]. 
lmi (--hi), n[ O] fo, all, with (ha), > 0 
: = (ha), ' 
0 if h a ~ 0, 
i.e., t 4 is the smallest positive value of t for which v /> 0, or t 4 ---- 0 if v/1. 0 for all 
t~[0 ,  to]. 
Finally we set 
tl = max{t11 ..... t~, t12,..., t~e ~, t 3, t4}. 
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First we assume t1 > 0. Depending on whether tx is equal to one of the ts 1, tj 2 or 
to t a, t 4 we have the following four cases to consider: 1 
Case 1: t I = tj  1, i.e., for t = t~ one of the constraints (3.10) becomes active. 
We have to add this constraint o (3.6~). Then the described procedure is repeated 
with the new system (3.6~). The case that (3.7) has no solution for t < t 1 is considered 
in Section 5. 
Case 2:  t 1 = ti2. In this case the constraint corresponding to the vanishing 
component of uj ~ is no longer active for t < t x . We have to remove this constraint 
from (3.6~) and repeat the method with the new system (3.6~). In this case (3.7) 
has always a unique solution for t < t 1 . 
Case 3:  t 1 = t z, i.e., one of the coupling constraints becomes active. Assume 
(3.12) has the form 
0 ,  E~ ~01 
where Air'* denotes the (v, @matrix which is contained in the upper left corner of M*; 
E, is an (m 0 -- v, m 0 --  v) identity-matrix, and gi are v-column vectors containing 
the first v components of gi ,  i - -  1, 2. I f  we assume that the new active constraint 
is the (v q- 1)th one, we have to replace (3.12) by 
L) § 0 
and to repeat he procedure from this point on. The case that (3.17) has no solution 
for t .~ t 1 is treated in Section 5. 
Case 4:  t I = t 4 , i.e., one of the components of v becomes zero. Assume that 
the system (3.12) has the form (3.17) and that the vanishing component of v is 
(v)~+l ; then we have to replace (3.12) by (3.16) and repeat the procedure with this 
new system. 
By repeating this method we obtain a decreasing sequence to, t 1 ,..., t n . It follows 
immediately that each interval [ti, ti+l] is determined by the fact that a certain subset 
of the constraints i active and that two different intervals correspond to two different 
subsets of active constraints. 
Invoking the results of Section 5 on the degenerate cases we conclude that, after 
a finite number of repetitions of the described method, we obtain a value t~ such 
that either t~ = 0 or the feasible domain is empty for t < t~. 
In the second case Problem t has no feasible solution. I f  t~ = 0, we obtain the 
1 Again it is assumed that ta is uniquely determined, 
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optimal solution of Problem I by setting t = 0 in formula (3.14). In fact, the vector 
[xl~ ..... xk~ is a feasible solution, and from (3.7) and (3.12) it follows that the 
gradient of the objective function is a nonnegative linear combination of the gradients 
of the active constraints; hence the assertion is a consequence of the Kuhn-Tucker 
theorem [5]. 
4. THE SECOND PROBLEM 
Before the method escribed in the previous ection can be applied to Problem II 
a few modifications are necessary. 
First we again determine a vector (xl~ x~ ~ 3 ,~ for which the gradient of (2.4) 
is equal to zero. Then, as in Section 3, the vectors ej, j = 0, 1 .... , k, and the value t o 
are defined in such a way that (xl~ xl~  yO) is feasible if in (2.5) and (2.6), b~ is 
replaced by b~ + ejto , j = O, 1 ..... k. 
Now we consider for each j, 1 ~ j ~ k, the maximization problem with the 
objective function 
D" " x;C:  (c j - -  :y )x~- -  (4.1) 
and the constraints 
B~xa ~ ba + eat, 
where the components ofy are considered as parameters. 
This maximization problem has exactly the form of the problem given by (3.1) 
and (3.2). Therefore, the same method as in Section 3 leads to the equation 
xj ~ = CTlcj - -  C71D;yO, (4.2) 
to the respective system 
(y) 
from which we obtain 
C:~ ~ + B~luj ~ ------ c~ - -  D~v 
Bj lx j  ~ = b~l + e~lto 
uj ~ >~ O, 
x j  ~ = f~l + f~2 t - -  M~ID'jY ~ 
= ~ M~aDjy .  Uj ~ fJa + f i t  t ' o 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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Next we determine y0 as a function of t. This can be done by inserting (4.2), 
respectively (4.4), into (4.1). Using the abbreviations 
p ~1 9 --cjCj Dj 
d~t= 
9 t 9 t ( f ~ICjMjlDj -- cjMjlD j -- f .nDj' , 
d;2 = ( t f  
0 
l t --1 t DjC~ Dj 
M*= 
( 2D~MjlD; -- Djt!i;~Cj3IjlD; 
if xfl is given by (4.2) 
if xfl is given by (4.4) 
if xfl is given by (4.2) 
if xj ~ is given by (4.4) 
if xfl is given by (4.2) 
if xfl is given by (4.4), 
we obtain 
(d~ + t o dj,ff y -- 89 + o~(t), 
where a(t) denotes aU terms not depending on y. 
Now the following problem is considered. Maximize 
subject o 
where 
( d~ + t o d2)' y -- } y' Dy (4.6) 
Boy <~ bo, (4.7) 
k k ?e 
ai--Eaj +ao, D----ZM?+Oo. 
1 1 1 
The function (4.6) is obtained by substituting (4.2), respectively (4.4), for x into 
the strictly concave objective function of Problem I. This shows that (4.6) is equivalent 
to the given objective function considered only for the linear variety consisting of 
the points which satisfy (4.2), respectively (4.4). Hence, (4.6) is also a strictly concave 
function. Therefore, the above maximization problem is of the same kind as that of 
problem (3.1). 
Proceeding as in Section 3, we partition Boy ~ ~ b o into 
(a) B~176 = b~ (4.8) 
(f3) Bo~y ~ < bo~ 
252 
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i o Dy ~ -[- BoIUo = d 1 -{- td 2 
BolY ~ = b01 
Uo ~ >~ 0, 
from which we obtain yO as a function of t in the following form 
yO = ht + h2t. 
(4.9) 
Substituting this expression into (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain, as in Section 3, 
Xt ~ = hi3 -~- hi4t 
u~ o = ht 5 + hint . (4.11) 
The critical values ti t and tj 2, j = 1 ..... k, are determined as in Section 3, while 
[ 9 r(bol - -  Both1), ] 
t3 -= Imm" [ ---(B0,h2)--~ ' 0] for ally with (Bolh2) v < 0 
o if Both 2 >/O, 
i.e., t 3 is the smallest positive value of t for which (4.8) is satisfied, or t 8 is zero if 
y~ is feasible for all t ~ [0, to]: 
tm] (--hl)~ 
n[ 0] for ally with (h2), > 0 
t* = (h2)" ' 
0 if h 2 ~< 0, 
i.e., t 4 is the smallest positive value of t for which Uo ~ 7> 0, or t 4 = 0 if Uo~ I> 0 
for all t ~ [0, to]. 
Finally we set again 
t t = max{tlX,..., tk t, t12,..., t~ 2, t 3, t4}. 
If t t is equal to one of the tt 1 or ti 2 we proceed exactly as in Section 3. Cases 3 and 4, 
however, are different from Section 3: 
Case 3: t 1 = t 3, i.e., one of the constraints (4.83) becomes active. We add the 
new active constraint to (4.8a) and repeat he described method. The case in which 
the new system (4.9) has no solution is treated in Section 5. 
(4.10) 
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Case 4: t 1 ---- t 4, i.e., the constraint corresponding to the zero component of Uo ~ 
is no longer active for t < t 1 . We have to remove this constraint from (4.8c 0. In 
this case the new system (4.9) always has a solution. 
By repeating this procedure we obtain a decreasing sequence to, t 1 ..... t~. The 
same arguments as in Section 3 show that after a finite number of steps, we obtain a 
t~ such that either t~ = 0 or the feasible domain is empty for t < t~, i.e., Problem I I  
has no feasible solution. 
I f  t~ ----- 0 we obtain the optimal solution of Problem I I  by setting t = 0 in (4.10) 
and (4.11). Indeed, let 
(.Y, 21 ..... .~) (4.12) 
be the value of (4.10) and (4.11) for t = 0. From the way in which this point has 
been obtained it follows that (4.12) is feasible and that 
Qs(~s) - ~,.~'Ds~j + Qo(.g) = max PJ(y) + Qo(y)l Boy <~ bo , 
1 1 
where 
Pj(y) = m~x{(c s -- D'sy)'x~ -- 89 x~C~x~ [ B~xj < bj}. 
5. VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD: DEGENERATE CAGES 
This section is a discussion of the case in which the systems (3.7), respectively 
(3.12), do not have a solution after they have been subjected to the changes proposed 
in Cases 1-4 in Section 3. The same arguments apply to the corresponding cases 
in Section 4. 
As it was pointed out in Section 3, an interval [t~, t~+,] for which the optimal 
solution of Problem I is given by formula (3.14) corresponds to a certain set of active 
constraints. For t ---- t~+ t this set of active constraints changes in such a way that 
in the Cases 1 and 3 a new constraint becomes active while in the Cases 2 and 4 one 
of the active constraints becomes uperfluous. In the terminology of [7] the change 
of the systems (3.7), respectively (3.12), corresponds to a simple continuation of the 
stationary point (xl~ xk ~ for t = t~+ a . Since the objective function of Problem I
is strictly concave it follows from Lemma 4 in [7] that in Cases 2 and 4 the required 
continuation exists always, i.e., that after the changes proposed in Cases 2 and 4 
the new systems (3.7) and (3.12) have always a solution. In Cases 1 and 3, Lemma 3 
in [7] states that the simple continuation exists if and only if the new active constraint 
is linearly independent from the other active constraints. Thus, in these cases the 
new systems (3.7) and (3.12) have a solution if and only if the new active constraint 
is linearly independent from the other active constraints. 
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In the following, the case of linear dependency is treated. First we prove the 
following Lemma. 
LEMMA. Let C be a nonsingular (n, n)-matrix, and B an (m, n)-matrix whose rows 
are linearly independent. Consider the equations 
Cx + B'u = c 
Bx = b + et, 
where c is an n-vector, b and e are m-vectors, and t >/0 is a scalar. 
Denote the inverse of the matrix 
(B o ' )C ' ,  by ,Mz,[M" Mz) where z = M ~ . M ,  
Suppose, for t o > O, the above equations have a solution (xo(t), uo(t)) which has the 
following properties 
Uo(to) >~ 0 
d'Xo(to) = ~ + fro (5.1) 
d'xo(t ) <~+f i t  for t >t0 ,  
where the n-vector d is a linear combination of the columns of B', i.e., d = B'w, while n 
and fl are scalars. 
(1) I f  Mzd <~ O, the inequalities 
Bx <~ b + et 
d'x <~ ~ + f t  
are inconsistent for t < t o . 
(2) Suppose 3/lzd has at least one positive component. Let, for t = to, 
(Uo)~ -- := min (Uo)~ foralljwlth(Mad) J 
Replace the kth rows of B by d' and denote the new matrix by 1~. Furthermore, replace 
the k-th component ofb and e by a and ~, respectively, and denote the new vectors by g 
and g. 
Then the columns of t~ are linearly independent, and the system 
Cx + B'u = c 
Bx = ~ + gt (5.2) 
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has a solution [Xl(t), ul(t)] with the propo'ties 
u~(to) > 0 
xl(to) = :Co(to) 
bs < (b)e + (e)kt for t < t o , 
where b~ denotes the kth row of B. 
P, oof. 
(1) Since M3B' = I it follows that 
M~d = M~B' w = w. 
Therefore, if M3d <~ O, then w ~ 0. 
Let x be such that d'x <~ ~ + f3q for some tx < to. Then x = xo(t 0 + s where 
d's < 0, since d'xo(tl) > c~ + fit I . Suppose 
BXo(q) + Bs ~ b + et 1 . 
But Bxo(tl) =b+et  1; hence Bs<.O.  We have w~<0;  thus w'Bs)O.  But 
w'Bs = d's < 0. This contradiction shows that x cannot satisfy the inequalities 
Bx ~ b + et t . 
(2) Denote the columns of B'  by b I ..... bin. Then d is defined by 
d = Z (w)~b~. 
3=1 
By assumption, (Mad)k > 0; hence (w)k = (Ma dk) > 0. Since b I ,..., bm are linearly 
independent, (w)~ =/= 0 implies that ba . . . . .  bk_ 1 , d, be+ 1 ,..., bm , the columns of J~', 
are linearly independent. Therefore, for t = t o , the system (5.2) has a unique solution 
which we denote by (Xl(to) , ul(to)). On the other hand, if we define for t = t o 
(u)j = /L  o for j = k 
(u)~ = (Uo) j --/,0(w)j for j :/: k, 
we have u ) 0. Furthermore, it follows from the definition o f / ) '  that 
/~'u = ~o d + ~ [(Uo) ~ --/,o(w)j] bj 
j=l 
j:~k 
= ~o Z (w);b, + ~ [(no), -.o(W);l bj 
i=l J=l 
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m__ 
= ~ (Uo)~b~ + t~o(w)~b~ 
r 
= E (.o)jb~ = c - CXo(to). 
Since d'xo(to) = ~ + fit o it is clear that Xo(to) satisfies the equations 
hx = ~ + ~to. 
Hence, for t = to, (Xo(to) , u) is a solution of the system (5.2), and we have 
xl(to) = Xo(to) 
u~(to) = u >~ O. 
I t  remains to show that b~xl(t ) < (b)~ + (e)k t for t < t o . 
Clearly, Xo(t ) and xl(t) are linear functions of t. 
Since d' --- w'B the relations (5.1) imply that 
w'Bxo(t ) = w'b + w'et = o~ + fit for t = t o 
and 
w'Bxo(t ) = w'b + w'et > ~ + fit for t < t o , 
or stated more explicitly 
(w)~(b)~ + (w)~(b)~ + F~ (w)~(e)jt + (w)~(e)~t > ~ + fit for t < t0. 
J=l j=l 
j~k j~k 
Since xl(t) is a solution of (5.2) we have 
/~xl(t ) = g + gt for all t. 
Separating the kth row from all the other ones we have for each j :/: k: 
b~x1(t ) ----- (~)j + (~)fl --- (b)j + (e)fl 
so that 
J=l  J~ l  2=1 
for all t; 
(5.3) 
(54) 
and for j = k 
or 
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d%(t )  = (?,)~ + (e), t 
d'xl(t) = a + 3t for all t 
by definition of/~,/~, and g. But d' = w'B, so that we can write for this last equation 
w'Bxl(t ) = a + fit, 
or explicitly 
m 
(w)~b~xa(t) + wkb'~xl(t ) -= ~ + fit for all t and j = k. 
J=l  
j~k  
Because of (5.4) this can be written as 
(%(b)~ + Z (w)j(e)~t + (w)kb~xl(t) = ~ + ~t for all t and j = k. 
J=l  j= l  
J~k  jq:k 
Subtracting this last equation from (5.3) we obtain 
(w)~(b)~ + (w)~(e)kt -- (w)~xx(t) > 0 for t < t o 
or  
(w)kb~xx(t) < (w)k(b)k + (W)k(e)kt for t < t o . 
Since it is assumed that (M.~d)k = (w)~ > 0 we finally arrive at 
b~Xl(t) < (b)k + (e)kt for t < t o . 
This completes the proof. 
The lemma gives rise to the following remark. Clearly 
xo(t ) = Mlc + M2(b + et) 
uo(t ) : Mac + M4(b + et). 
Now replace in the above formula c by c - -  At/; then we have 
uo(t)  = M3c  - -  amid + M4(b + et). 
By means of this equation, uo(t ) may be considered as a function of ~t. By assumption, 
we have %(0 >~ 0 for t = t o and A ----- 0. Therefore, Uo(to) , considered as a function 
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of h, is nonnegative for all positive A if and only if M3d <~ O. Furthermore, if Mad 
has positive components, the largest value A0 for which Uo(t ) ~ 0 is equal to/~o, 
and the component of uo(t ) vanishing for A = A 0 corresponds to the subscript for 
which the minimum/~0 is achieved. 
Now we are ready to treat the case of linear dependency. 
Suppose that in Case 1 or 3 the constraint which becomes active for t = ti is a 
linear combination of the other active constraints. In order to simplify the presentation 
we assume that k : 2. 3 
If we denote those of the coupling constraints (2.2) which are active by 
it follows 
equations 
Anxl  + A2txa ---- box , 
from (3.7) and (3.12) that (XlO, xaO, ulO, uaO, v) satisfies the following 
t 0 s - ClXt~ + BllUl + AllY : C 1 
C~x ~ + B~u~ + A;a~ = c 2 
Bnxt ~ = bit + ent~ (5.5) 
Bal x~ = bat + e21ti 
AllXt ~ + Aatx ~ + = bol , 
where ~7 consists of those components of v which are not zero in (3.13), i.e., which 
correspond to the active coupling constraints. Furthermore, we denote the constraint 
becoming active for t = t~ by d~x 1+ d~x~ = c~ + fit. 
First we consider Case 1, i.e., for one j, d~ is one of the rows of the matrix B~ 
in (3.6); say d belongs to B1a. Hence d~ is a linear combination of the rows of Bll 
by assumption. 
Setting 
we can apply the above lemma. 
B _~ 
Bi l ,  
A21] 
It follows immediately that the rows of/~ cannot be linearly independent unless 
d~ replaces one of the rows of Bl l .  Hence, if the minimum considered in the lemma 
is defined it must be obtained for a component of w which, in the representation 
(d~, d~) = w'B, corresponds to a row of Bl l .  Assume that the rows of/~ are linearly 
independent and that the system (5.5) corresponding to/~ has the solution 
[.~(t), x~(t), u,~(t), u#(t), ~(t)]. 
The case k > 2 can be treated in the same way. 
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By the lemma 
Xll(tl) = xi~ and x21(ti) = x~ 
Therefore, (5.5) implies U21(ti)= U2~ and v l ( t i )=  O~ This shows that the 
question whether/2 is defined reduces to the investigation of the system 
ClXl  ~ -1-- B~lUl 0 - -  c 1 
BllXl ~ = bll + ellti , 
to which we apply the lemma with B = Bl l  and d = d 1 . Using the notation following 
Eq. (3.7), we see that the vector M3d defined in the lemma is equal to M13d. 
According to the lemma the linear dependency in Case 1 is treated as follows: 
Let b,i denote the vector corresponding to the new active constraint. I f  Mjab ~ ~ O, 
there exists no feasible solution for t < ti. I f  Mj3b ~ has at least one positive component, 
compute 
.o I (u?)~ . ~ ( j )o  (Mjab~)k = mln-  - -  v t(M3b~), for all with (Mjzb,), > 0 
and replace the kth equation in (3.6a) by the new active constraint. Then the described 
method is repeated beginning with the system (3.7). 
Second, we have to discuss Case 3, i.e., (d~, d~) corresponds to one of the coupling 
constraints. Let us denote the constraint in (3.11), which becomes active for t = t~, by 
m' v : (gl)i + (g~)i t. 
Now replace in (3.16) gl ~ by gl" q- Am; then we obtain 
~7(~t) = (M*)-l[gi ~ --  am + g2~t], (5.6) 
where ~7 denotes again the vector consisting of the components of v which correspond 
to the active coupling constraints. 
Inserting (5.6) into (3.9) we have 
u?(a) = fJ3 + h , t  - M~3A;~(a). (5.7) 
From the definition of M* and M* it follows immediately that (5.6) and (5.7) express 
~7 and uj ~ as a function of ;~ in the sense discussed in the remark following the lemma. 
Therefore, the linear dependency in Case 3 can be treated as follows 
(1) I f  vO0 and ufl(),), j = 1,..., k, are monotone nondecreasing functions of ;~, 
then there is no feasible solution for t < t~ ; 
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(2) otherwise there exist a smallest positive ~0 for which one of the components 
of ~(h) or ul~ is zero. I f  (~)~ = 0, replace the kth equation in (3.16) by 
m'v = (gl)  + t (5.3) 
and repeat he method beginning with the new system (3.12). I f  (ufl)~ = O, 
replace the kth equation in (3.6~) by (5.7) and repeat he method beginning 
with the new system (3.7). 
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